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Nicolas Roggy
By Lili Reynaud Dewar
Nicolas Roggy told me that sometimes, in order to paint, he would think of the Russian
ballets. Now, a year ago, in Paris in the summer, in a rare gesture for him, he leant on
one work in order to create another. Or rather, he literally leant one of his
paintings against an element of architecture by Jean Prouvé*. He had chosen a large
Brise-Soleil (1962-63) with large, light and ventilated aluminum strips, which filter out
the light. Originally designed for housing systems in humid tropical areas, the panel had
been torn from the environment for which it was conceived, namely: a school in Africa.
Without sun, without children, without a classroom, it is reduced to a rather stiff, though
perfectly proportionate, demonstration. A painter who chooses an object which filters
light, shatters the sun, and whose autonomy and immobility is unjustly claimed, is, a
priori, a little like a dancer who drags his feet in concrete. Roggy’s piece is “against
Prouvé’s, completely against it”. In his paintings, there are layers which aspire to make a
multitude of images and drawings—including the Russian dancers, or their costumes—
appear and move on a single surface of light aluminum. There is also light, movement,
lightness, bouquets, a few sprays, some colors. For their decorative, unsteady, and
serious side, Nicolas Roggy’s abstract paintings are reminiscent of the American artist
Florine Stettheimer’s figurative ones. She was a poet and society lady. She painted
mainly feasts and dancers, languidly scattered throughout gardens, beneath the sun. She
wanted her works to be destroyed after her death in 1944. This was not the case. As
illegitimate and incongruous as Prouvé’s Brise-Soleil, and not being meant for the white
space of the gallery or the museum, Roggy could also lean against these works, without
there being question of reference, discourse, or continuity, but only of light, dance, and
posture.
* According to a principle inaugurated by Bob Nickas in 1996, and renewed in 2016 with the exhibition “PiècesMeublés” at the Patrick Seguin gallery, which asked artists to choose an object, among Prouvé’s large quantity of
them, in order to created a new work.
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